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Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

What type of organisation do you
represent?
(1/2)
Business
4%
Community/grassroots organisation

EU institution
9%
Foundation/funding institution
0%
Municipality or local government network

21 %

22 %

0 8 9

Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

What type of organisation do you
represent?
(2/2)
Non-governmental organisation (NGO)

10 %

None - I'm an interested individual

Other
10 %

0 8 9

28 %

Wordcloud poll

brexit

unawareness

Choose one word to express your fears for
the world

disruption

negligence uncertainty
unfulfilled
superstition

irreparable

0 6 3

hate war passiveness

overconsumption
cancer
insecurity superficiality
scarcity far right

apathy indifference

inequality

hostility
urgency
time
power
hunger
carelessness
waste oblivion
no vision
intolerance
nationalism
unaccountable power
dehumanization
disconnection
late
belief
individualism silo thinking
weakness
indefference
de human losing control
inhumanity
inequalities danger

Wordcloud poll

0 7 9

cteativity

Choose one word to express your hopes
for the world

transition

equalitycross

connect kindness
cultural
legacy values
bonds

bridges

respect

awareness

enlightenment

education

ideas

hope feminism
participation

humans

emphaty

community
love cooperation
connection
empathy
care

human nature

collaboration

Open text poll

What are you taking away from this event
?

collaborations

Knowledge on resourcing

and politics into Celebration!

Bring Celebration into politics

Process

on degrowth

Regeneration, the positive take

always together

We can do good change,

important

Connection with people is

Best practices

Inspiration

Together we can do it.

positive narrative

Opportunity

Sharing

Respect

reach EU politics!

about time for these tópicos to

Hope and inspiration. It was

bringing people together

make a difference together. ?

We need spaces where we can

Redistribute

Inspiration

Personalize politics!

0 4 8

Money is not equal with the

emptiness

(1/3)

resources.

Open text poll

What are you taking away from this event
?

Energy

Systemic complexity

from the heart

Building Bridgestone & more

Connection

Together

territory

sustainable community/

continue creating a

Contacts and energy to

creating spaces

Work to do!!

Sharing

Hope for the future

Process

hope

Human

Hope

new contacts and optimism

Connect

Foundation

Transition

Inspiration and determination

Collaboration

Sic

No degrowth without growth.

Relief - we are not alone !!!

0 4 8

Communication

Go with the flow and

(2/3)

Optimism

Open text poll

What are you taking away from this event
?

Connections

innovation

trust in the commons

love

Excitement

Pasion!

Interdependence

(3/3)

Connection
Business cards ?
Engagement
engagement
hope
Hope
Hope
energy
1000 ideas to develop
Optimism
Hope
Humanity
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